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Current-induced domain wall motion in the presence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) is
experimentally and theoretically investigated in heavy-metal/ferromagnet bilayers. The angular dependence of
the current-induced torque and the magnetization structure of Dzyaloshinskii domain walls are described and
quantified simultaneously in the presence of in-plane fields. We show that the DMI strength depends strongly on
the heavy metal, varying by a factor of 20 between Ta and Pa, and that strong DMI leads to wall distortions not
seen in conventional materials. These findings provide essential insights for understanding and exploiting chiral
magnetism for emerging spintronics applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-orbit-driven phenomena at heavy-metal/ferromagnet
(HM/FM) interfaces have become the focus of intense research
efforts. The influence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on spin
transport and magnetization textures leads to new fundamental behaviors that can be exploited in high-performance,
low-power spintronic devices [1–23]. In HM/FM bilayers,
Rashba [3,5,6] and spin Hall effects [7–9,14–16] can generate
current-induced spin-orbit torques (SOTs) [24] potentially
much stronger than conventional spin-transfer torques (STTs)
[25]. In these same materials, SOC and broken inversion
symmetry [15,16,26–30] can stabilize chiral spin textures such
as spin spirals [26], skyrmions [27,30], and homochiral DWs
[15,16,28,29] through the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
(DMI) [29–32]. The influence of SOTs on chiral spin textures
has only begun to be explored, but recent work suggests
spin torque from the spin Hall effect (SHE) can drive DMIstabilized homochiral Néel DWs with very high efficiency
[15,16]. The behavior of these Dzyaloshinskii DWs [31] is
however not yet well understood, due in part to the difficulty of
disentangling spin torques and spin textures in these materials.
Here we exploit the angular dependence of the SHE torque
to quantify its role in DW dynamics while simultaneously
probing the structure and energetics of Dzyaloshinskii DWs.
We find that the DMI in HM/CoFe bilayers depends strongly
on the HM, but its dependence is distinct from that of the SHE.
The DMI exchange constant differs by a factor of 20 between
Ta and Pt, but has the same sign, whereas the SHE for these
HMs is of similar magnitude but opposite sign. These results
show that while the SHE and DMI both derive from spinorbit coupling, they arise from distinct mechanisms in these
materials and can be independently engineered. Moreover, we
uncover a qualitatively new behavior exhibited by DWs in
the presence of strong DMI, wherein torque applied to a DW
rotates not just the DW moment, but tilts the entire DW line
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profile. We describe this unconventional behavior through analytical and micromagnetic modeling that accurately describes
our experiments and permits quantitative extraction of the DMI
strength in such materials. These results provide fundamental
insight into interface-driven chiral magnetism and guidance
for designing SOC-enabled spintronic devices.
II. EXPERIMENTS

We studied perpendicularly magnetized Pt/CoFe/MgO and
Ta/CoFe/MgO nanostrips that served as conduits for DWs.
Ta(3 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/CoFe(0.6 nm)/MgO(1.8/nm)/Ta(2 nm)
and Ta(5 nm)/CoFe(0.6 nm)/MgO(1.8 nm)/Ta(2 nm) films
were sputter-deposited onto Si/SiO2 substrates at room
temperature, as described in Ref. [15]. Vibrating sample
magnetometry on continuous films revealed full out-of-plane
remanent magnetization and in-plane (hard-axis) saturation
fields H⊥ ≈ 3 kOe for Ta/CoFe/MgO and H⊥ ≈ 5 kOe
for Pt/CoFe/MgO. The saturation magnetization Ms was
≈700 emu/cm3 for both films.
The films were patterned using electron beam lithography
and lift-off to produce nanostrips with Ta/Cu electrodes
[Fig. 1(a)] in two separate lithographic steps. Using this
device structure, DWs were nucleated by the Oersted field
from a 30-ns long 50 mA current pulse injected through the
nucleation line [connected to PG1 in Fig. 1(a)], and driven
along the nanostrip by a combination of out-of-plane field
Hz and electron current density [33] je [output by PG2 in
Fig. 1(a)]. Hz was generated by an air-coil, whereas in-plane
bias fields were generated by an iron-core electromagnet
[34]. Magnetization reversal was detected locally with the
polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) using a 3 μm
laser spot. Most measured strips were 500 nm wide; some
measurements were conducted on 1200-nm wide strips with
identical results (see Appendix A).
Figure 1(b) shows magnetization switching probed near the
center of a nanostrip as Hz was swept at 17 Hz in a triangular
waveform. These measurements were obtained through signal
averaging of 100 reversal cycles. The dotted curve corresponds
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Illustration of experimental setup superposed on a micrograph of a nanostrip device. Pulse generator 1
(PG1) outputs the DW nucleation pulse and PG 2 outputs je along
the nanostrip. (b) Polar MOKE hysteresis loops obtained with DWs
initialized by the nucleation pulse (solid curve) and without nucleation
pulses (dotted curve). Hprop is indicated by red dotted lines.

to a simple hysteresis loop in the absence of nucleation pulses,
such that the switching field corresponds to the threshold
for random nucleation. The solid line in Fig. 1(b) shows a
similar measurement obtained when short nucleation pulses
were applied at the zero crossings of the swept field Hz .
In this case, the switching field decreased significantly, and
corresponds to the propagation field Hprop required to drive
the nucleated DW through the defect potential landscape to
the probe laser spot.
Figure 2 shows that Hprop varies linearly with je , indicating
current acts as an easy-axis effective field Heff = χ je ẑ that
can assist or hinder DW propagation. Both nonadiabatic STT
[2,35,36] and spin torque from the SHE [19–21,37] generate

effective fields of this form, but differ in the dependence of
χ on the DW configuration. For one-dimensional (1D) DWs
0
cos() for
with the usual Walker profile [31], χSHE = π2 χSHE
SHE torque, where  is the angle between the DW moment
0
and the x axis. Here χSHE
= θSH /2μ0 |e| Ms t, where θSH , e,
Ms , and t are the spin Hall angle, electron charge, saturation
magnetization, and ferromagnet thickness, respectively. By
contrast, nonadiabatic STT [25] is independent of , with
χSTT = ±βP /2μ0 |e| Ms , where  is the DW width,
β is the nonadiabicity parameter, and positive (negative)
corresponds to up-down (down-up) DWs such that current
drives them in the same direction.
The relative contributions of STT and SHE torque to χ
can be determined by applying in-plane fields, which by
themselves do not move DWs but can reorient . Figure 2
shows Hprop versus je for Ta/CoFe/MgO without and with bias
fields along x̂ and ŷ. With no in-plane field [Fig. 2(d)], je assists
DW motion along the electron flow direction, identically for
up-down and down-up DWs. Under large Hx < 0 [Fig. 2(e)],
χ changes sign for down-up DWs, while for up-down DWs
χ is unchanged. For large Hx > 0, the opposite behavior is
observed, while for both DW types, χ tends to zero under
large |Hy | [Fig. 2(f)].
The sign reversal of χ under Hx , and its vanishing under
Hy , show that the symmetry of Heff is consistent with the
Slonczewski-like damping-like torque from the SHE. Under
large |Hy | Bloch DWs [cos() = 0] are preferred [Fig. 2(c)],
and the contribution to χ from the SHE should vanish
[Fig. 2(f)]. In this case only χSTT remains, which according
to Fig. 2(f) is negligibly small. Under large Hx Néel DWs
[cos() = ±1] are stabilized with opposite chirality for
up-down and down-up transitions [Fig. 2(b)]. In this case Heff
from the SHE should drive these DWs in opposite directions,
as observed experimentally in Fig. 2(e). Therefore, since at
Hx = Hy = 0 the SHE torque drives up-down and down-up
DWs identically in the same direction [Fig. 2(d)], they must be
spontaneously Néel with oppositely oriented internal moments
arranged in a left-handed chiral texture [Fig. 2(a)], consistent
with an internal chiral effective field arising from the DMI
[15,28].

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a)–(c) Illustrations of DWs under (a) zero in-plane field, (b) longitudinal field Hx , and (c) transverse field Hy .
(d)–(f) Change in Hprop versus je in Ta/CoFe/MgO corresponding to (a)–(c).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Measured χ (open symbols), analytically computed longitudinal component mx of DW moment (solid curves) and
micromagnetically computed χ (solid circles). (a) and (b) Ta/CoFe/MgO under (a) Hx and (b) Hy ; –χ plotted to account for negative spin
Hall angle. (c) and (d) Pt/CoFe/MgO under (c) Hx and (d) Hy . Dotted curves in (c) show analytical correction to χ due to domain canting for
Hx parallel to HD . Open diamonds in (c) denote χ obtained from micromagnetic simulations of field and current-driven DW propagation with
edge roughness; uncertainty is of the order of the symbol size.
III. RESULTS
A. Weak DMI case—Ta/CoFe/MgO

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the full field dependence of
χ in Ta/CoFe/MgO. These data were fitted to the form
0
cos(), where the dependence of the angle
χSHE = π2 χSHE
 between the DW moment and the x axis was computed as
a function of Hx and Hy using a 1D DW model with DMI.
In this model [31] the DW surface energy density σ in the
presence of in-plane fields can be written
σ
1
π
= Hk cos2 () − HD cos()
2μ0 Ms
2
2
π
π
− Hx cos() − Hy sin() + H ⊥ , (1)
2
2
⎧
⎪
⎨+1
cos() = mx = π (HD + Hx )/2Hk
⎪
⎩
−1
The dependence of cos() = mx on Hy can likewise be
found through the relation


π
π
−Hk mx 1 − m2x + HD 1 − m2x − Hy mx = 0. (3)
2
2
The solid lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show fits of the data
0
to χSHE = π2 χSHE
cos(), with cos() determined through
Eqs. (2) and (3). This simple model accounts quantitatively
for the experimental results, yielding best-fit parameters Hk =
0
110 Oe, |HD | = 80 Oe, and π2 χSHE
= 15 Oe/1010 A/m2 , and
a chirality corresponding to left-handed Néel DWs.

where Hk , HD , and H ⊥ are the DW shape anisotropy field, the
DMI effective field, and the perpendicular anisotropy field,
respectively. The shape anisotropy term accounts for the DW
demagnetizing energy, and has an easy axis along ŷ that
prefers Bloch DWs [38]. The DMI effective field takes the
form HD = ±D/μ0 Ms  directed normal to the DW, where
D is the effective DMI constant and + (−) corresponds to
up-down (down-up) DWs. This term prefers homochiral Néel
DWs.
By minimizing σ with respect to , one obtains analytical
expressions for the dependence of cos(), and hence χSHE , on
Hx , Hy . Since cos() is simply the x component mx of the
normalized DW internal moment, the SHE can thus be used to
probe the DW configuration under in-plane applied fields. In
the case of Hx we find
(HD + Hx ) >

2
H
π k

− π2 Hk < (HD + Hx ) <
(HD + Hx ) <

2
H
π k

.

(2)

− π2 Hk

A remarkable aspect about Fig. 3(a) is that the spin torques
and DW energy terms can be directly and independently read
from the figure even without recourse to fitting. The curve for
each DW is analogous to a biased hard-axis hysteresis loop,
where the horizontal breadth of the transition gives the DW
shape anisotropy field Hk , and the zero-crossing field gives HD
[see labels in Fig. 3(a)]. Likewise, the spin torques can be read
directly from the vertical axis. The amplitude of the measured
χ versus Hx curve is proportional to θSH , and the vertical offset
is proportional to βP . The symmetry of the SHE effective field
can thus be used to probe the orientation of the DW moment
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m̂ under Hx or Hy , from which the angular-dependent DW
energy terms can be extracted in analogy with conventional
magnetometry.
0
corresponds to an effective spin
The measured χSHE
Hall angle θSH ≈ −0.11, in agreement with Ref. [8]. Any
contribution to χ by χSTT would give rise to a field-independent
vertical offset in Fig. 3(a). We find no such offset within
the experimental uncertainty, which implies an upper limit
βP = 0.02 ± 0.02. This is in contrast to βP > 1 inferred in
similar materials where variations under in-plane fields were
not considered [2,35,36]. These results disentangle SHE and
STT in such materials, and show that here nonadiabatic STT
plays a negligible role.
In addition to the effective fields Hk , HD , the data in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) can be combined with conventional
magnetometry to yield both the DMI constant D and the ferromagnetic exchange constant A. The shape anisotropy
 field for
Néel DWs [39] is Hk ≈ Ms t ln(2)/π . Here  = A/Ku,eff
is the DW width, and Ku,eff is the effective perpendicular
anisotropy energy density. Using Ms and Ku,eff determined by
vibrating sample magnetometry, we find  ≈ 10.6 nm, which
yields A ≈ 1.0 × 10−11 J/m and D ≈ −0.053 mJ/m2 , where
the sign indicates left-handedness. These simple measurements hence provide quantitative insight into every relevant
micromagnetic parameter simultaneously, which has never
before been achieved.
B. Strong DMI case—Pt/CoFe/MgO

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show χ versus in-plane fields for
Pt/CoFe/MgO, extracted from the slope of Hprop versus je
as was done for Ta/CoFe/MgO. The behavior is qualitatively
similar to that in Ta/CoFe/MgO, with χ changing sign under
large Hx , and decreasing smoothly with increasing |Hy |.
However, much larger fields |Hx | ≈ 2000 Oe are required to
reverse χ [Fig. 3(c)], and under Hy the decline in χ is quite
gradual [Fig. 3(d)], suggesting that here the DMI is much
stronger. As described below, in the case of strong DMI, the
usual rigid 1D DW model cannot adequately describe the
response of DWs to torques. First, experimentally probing
strong Dzyaloshinskii DWs requires application of large inplane fields, which not only rotate the DW moment but also
cant the magnetization in the domains. Second, since strong
DMI pins the DW moment to the DW normal, a torque on
the DW moment tends to rotate the DW normal in the film
plane, causing the DW to tilt with respect to the nanostrip
axis. Below we first treat these effects separately using an
analytical treatment that provides physical insight, and then
use a general micromagnetic approach that accounts for both
effects numerically in order to quantitatively fit the data in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) and accurately extract the DMI strength.
C. Domain canting and Thiele effective forces

When Hx , Hy are comparable to the perpendicular
anisotropy field H⊥ ≈ 5000 Oe, the domains cant significantly
from ±ẑ and are no longer collinear. Since the magnetization
rotation across the DW is then different from 180 o , the Walker
ansatz no longer applies, and the 1D equations of motion in
Ref. [31] must be amended.

The domain wall (DW) profile in the presence of an in-plane
field was derived in Refs. [40–43], from which we obtain
the Thiele equations (see Appendix B) that describe the DW
dynamics in terms of position q and wall angle . The Thiele
force equation under longitudinal field Hx is given by


α
2hξ
˙
q̇ ∓ 1 − h2 
1− √

1 − h2

= ∓γ 1 − h2 Hz ∓ 2γ ξ HSHE cos ,
(4)
and the Thiele torque equation is given by
√


1 − h2
˙
∓
q̇ − α 1 − h2 ( 1 − h2 + 2hξ )


2D
= 2γ 1 − h2 ξ Hx sin  ∓ γ
ξ sin 
μ0 MS

Ks 
− 1 − h2 γ
( 1 − h2 + 2hξ ) sin 2. (5)
μ0 MS
Here the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the
0
je and ξ =
up-down (down-up) DWs, HSHE = π2 χSHE
√
−1
2
tan [(1 − h)/ 1 − h ], with h ≡ Hx /H⊥ .
In the case of a transverse field Hy , we define h ≡ Hy /H⊥
and find that the Thiele force equation is unchanged from (4),
while the torque equation becomes
√


1 − h2
˙
∓
q̇ − α 1 − h2 ( 1 − h2 + 2hξ )


2D
= −2γ 1 − h2 ξ Hy cos  ∓ γ
ξ sin 
μ0 MS

Ks 
− 1 − h2 γ
( 1 − h2 + 2hξ ) sin 2. (6)
μ0 MS
By setting h = 0 in Eqs. (5) and (6), one recovers the
conventional Thiele equations without domain canting given
in Ref. [31].
One sees from Eq. (4) that the spin Hall effective field is
equivalent to an easy-axis applied field given by
2ξ
HSHE cos 
Hzeff = √
1 − h2

(7)

so that
2ξ
0
χSHE
cos .
(8)
χSHE = √
1 − h2
With no in-plane field, Eq. (8) reduces to χSHE =
π 0
χ
cos() as above, but domain canting due to applied
2 SHE
in-plane fields modifies current-induced effective field from
the SHE.
The dotted curves in Fig. 3(c) show χSHE versus Hx
computed in this model, where the dependence of cos() on
Hx can be expressed analytically (see Appendix B). We used
the measured H⊥ and set Hk = 150 Oe based on Taresenko’s
expression [39], leaving HD as the only free parameter. Taking
|HD | = 1800 Oe for left-handed DWs, this model reproduces
the zero-crossing field of χ versus Hx . Interestingly, domain
canting leads to the counterintuitive result that in the field
range where the DW remains Néel, χ is diminished when
Hx is parallel to the DW moment, and is enhanced when Hx
opposes the internal DW moment. Hence, one should expect
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a)–(c) Micromagnetic snapshots of
down-up DWs under (a) zero in-plane field, (b) Hx against the DMI,
and (c) Hy . The three Cartesian components of m are shown, with
red = +1, white = 0, and blue = −1. (d) Definitions of angles η
and θ. (e) and (f) DW rotation parametrized by  = η + θ under
(e) Hx and (f) Hy for micromagnetic (symbols) and analytical (lines)
calculations.

a quasilinear variation of χ about Hx = 0, the slope of which
yields the DW chirality.
While this model explains the observed reduction of χ when
Hx is parallel to HD , it predicts a relatively abrupt reversal of
DW chirality when Hx ≈ −HD , whereas experimentally, χ
changes sign much more gradually. This behavior arises from
a tilting of the DW line profile in the plane due to strong DMI,
which we treat in the following section.
D. Domain wall tilting under strong DMI

The micromagnetic simulations in Fig. 4 reveal the source
of the discrepancy between the data in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) and
the rigid 1D model. These simulations were performed using
custom code [44] modified to include the DMI (Appendix B)
with D = −1.2 mJ/m2 , as determined in the next section. The
computed sample was 500 nm wide and 0.6 nm thick, and its
length was 2048 nm with appropriate boundary conditions imposed to simulate an infinitely long strip. The material parameters used were: exchange constant A = 10−11 J/m; saturation
magnetization Ms = 7 × 105 A/m; and perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant Ku = 4.8 × 105 J/m3 . These
parameters corresponded to experimentally determined values
for Pt/CoFe/MgO, except for A, which was determined experimentally for Ta/CoFe/MgO in Sec. III A and is assumed to be
the same
√ for Pt/CoFe/MgO. This value of A gives a DW width
 = A/Ku,eff = 7.6 nm, where Ku,eff = Ku − 12 μ0 Ms2 .
At Hx = Hy = 0, the DW spans the nanostrip orthogonally
to minimize elastic line energy [Fig. 4(a)], but under in-plane
applied fields that tend to rotate the DW moment, the DW line
tilts dramatically in the x − y plane [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. This
remarkable behavior can be understood from simple energy
minimization under strong DMI. The Zeeman energy tends to

align the DW moment m̂ with the applied field, while the DMI
prefers m̂ to remain normal to the DW. If the DW line were
fixed rigidly in position, then m̂ would rotate progressively
towards the applied field at the expense of the DMI energy.
However, if the DW line itself rotates in the x − y plane, m̂
can follow the applied field while dragging with it the DW
normal, thereby reducing the DMI energy penalty. Despite the
energy cost of increasing the DW length, DW tilting should
lower the net energy if the DMI is sufficiently strong.
Indeed, unexplained tilting of current-driven DWs was
recently observed [11] in Pt/Co/Ni/Co/TaN. This behavior
is fully consistent with strong DMI, which should lead to
DW tilting whenever a torque tends to rotate the DW moment
in the plane. Under the large currents (∼1012 A/m2 ) used in
Ref. [11], the SHE effective field exerts a torque on the DW
moment about the z axis which, due to strong DMI at the
Pt/Co interface [16] should cause dynamical tilting of the DW
normal, consistent with Ref. [11]. In the present case, we apply
much smaller currents (∼1010 A/m2 ) and examine quasistatic
DW motion (thermally activated propagation through finescale disorder), so that the propagating DW configuration
under Hx , Hy is determined by total energy minimization.
We modeled DW tilting analytically by parametrizing the
DW by two angles [Fig. 4(d)]: η, the angle between m̂ and
the DW normal, and θ , the tilting of the DW normal away
from the x axis. We assume the DW remains straight, so m̂
is everywhere inclined by  = η + θ from the x axis, and
domain canting is neglected for simplicity. The DW energy E
under Hx and Hy is then modified from the form in Eq. (1) as
E∝

1
1
π
Hk cos2 (η) − HD cos(η)
cos θ 2
2
−

π
π
Hx cos(η + θ ) − Hy sin(η + θ ) + H ⊥ , (9)
2
2

which yields the quasistatic DW configuration through minimization with respect to η and θ . The out-of-plane anisotropy
field is given by H⊥ = 2Ku,eff /μ0 Ms and accounts for the DW
internal energy. In the case of strong DMI, Hk can be neglected
|HD |.
when Hk
Minimizing Eq. (9) with respect to θ and η yields the
equilibrium DW configuration under Hx and Hy . In the case
of Hx , one finds
π
H sin η
2 x
1
2
− 2 Hk cos η + π2 HD cos η

sin θ =

− H⊥

(10)

and
sin η =

sin(η + θ )
.
Hk cos η − π2 HD
π
H
2 x

(11)

For Hx far from Hx = −HD , the physical solutions are η = 0,
π , and θ = 0. This corresponds to the DW moment orienting
along the x axis (mx = ±1) with no tilting of the DW normal.
Under transverse field Hy , minimizing Eq. (9) with respect
to η and θ yields
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and
sin η =

cos(η + θ )
.
Hk cos η − π2 HD
π
H
2 y

smaller D. Refining the model to include dispersion is however
beyond the present scope.
(13)
IV. DISCUSSION

The solid curves in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show mx = cos ()
versus Hx and Hy , which reproduces the gradual reversal
(reduction) of χ under Hx (Hy ) observed experimentally. The
parameters used here are |HD | = 2800 Oe, with left-handed
chirality, and H⊥ = 6300 Oe, close to the measured value.
The tilt angles versus Hx , Hy agree qualitatively with the
full micromagnetic results, as seen in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). We
note that the longitudinal field required to null χ significantly
underestimates HD when DMI is strong, since DW tilting
allows  to rotate more readily than if the DW normal
remained fixed.
E. Full micromagnetic treatment of Thiele effective forces

To treat domain canting and DW tilting simultaneously,
we performed full 2D micromagnetic simulations (see Appendixes C and D) of the equilibrium DW structure versus
Hx and Hy (Fig. 4), and computed χSHE numerically from the
Thiele expressions [45]
HSHE 1
DW
=
HSHE
2 w

∞

w

−∞

0

(m̂ × ŷ)

∂ m̂
dydx ẑ
∂x

≡ HSHE ISHE ẑ,
Hz 1
HzDW =
2 w

∞

w

ẑ
−∞

0

∂ m̂
dydx ẑ ≡ Hz Iz ẑ (14)
∂x

for the effective fields from the SHE and Hz , respectively.
Under the usual 1D Walker ansatz for the DW structure,
DW
= π2 HSHE cos  and HzDW = Hz
Eqs. (14) reduce to HSHE
π 0
so that χSHE = 2 χSHE cos() as expected. In the case of a
general DW profile, the SHE acts like an easy-axis applied
0
field (ISHE /Iz ) HSHE , so that χSHE = (ISHE /Iz ) χSHE
.
We used Eqs. (14) to fit the in-plane field-dependence of
χ in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), by micromagnetically computing the
DW structure as a function of Hx and Hy and numerically
0
using Eqs. (14). This fit
computing χSHE = (ISHE /Iz ) χSHE
used only two free parameters: the effective spin Hall angle
θSH , which determines the vertical scale factor, and the DMI
exchange constant D.
We first determined θSH ≈ +0.07 from the value of χ
measured at Hx = Hy = 0 in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), which
agrees well with θSH for Pt in Ref. [7]. We then varied the
single parameter D to best match the field dependence of
the normalized quantity χ /χ (Hx = Hy = 0), while holding
all other micromagnetic parameters fixed at their measured
values. This one-parameter fit reproduces the experimental
data remarkably well with the best-fit value D = −1.2 mJ/m2
[solid circles in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)].
There remains some discrepancy between data and fit when
Hx opposes HD , which we attribute to local dispersion of D
due to interface disorder. The micromagnetic simulations in
Fig. 4(e) predict a sudden onset of DW tilting at a critical
Hx , where χ begins to drop [Fig. 3(c)]. Local dispersion in
D would tend to broaden this transition by allowing the DW
moment to rotate at lower Hx in some regions due to locally

The results in Fig. 3 show that DW motion in
Pt/CoFe/MgO and Ta/CoFe/MgO can be accounted for
quantitatively by the SHE and DMI, and that the variation of
the current-induced effective field with in-plane applied fields
provides a means to conveniently extract these parameters.
In the case of weak DMI, a simple 1D model suffices for
analyzing the experimental data, but in the case of strong DMI,
where large in-plane fields are required to probe the stiffness of
the homochiral Néel DWs, a numerical approach is required.
Nonetheless, as shown above, Eqs. (14) provide a general
framework to numerically fit the data in terms of just two free
parameters θSH and D that are essentially uncorrelated.
We note that the calculations of χ used to fit the data in
the analyses above are based on the equilibrium DW structure, whereas experiments are performed under conditions
of thermally activated DW propagation near the depinning
threshold. Therefore, it could be expected that pinning could
distort the DW and lead to deviations from the models used
for fitting the data. However, the experimental analysis is
based on measuring the average propagation field measured
over many repeated propagation cycles across a relatively
long propagation distance, thus probing the full ensemble
of disorder and thermally activated fluctuations. Deviations
from the nominal DW line profile due to random distortions
during propagation should hence average towards zero in
the experimental determination of χ . Indeed, we verified
through finite-temperature micromagnetic simulations of DW
propagation under realistic conditions of disorder [46] that
the tilting predicted in Fig. 4 under static equilibrium is
preserved on average during thermally activated propagation
in the presence of edge roughness, whereas in the absence of
strong DMI no net tilting is observed.
The presence of a single strong pinning site at an edge could
lead to preferential tilting of the DW in one direction that would
be repetitive from cycle to cycle, systematically influencing
the current-induced effective field. However, if the measured
propagation field were due to a single dominant defect, the
current-induced depinning efficiency would necessarily vary
randomly and significantly from device to device, and from
position to position along a given device, depending on the
location and strength of this dominant, random pinning site.
In Appendix A we show measurements of Hprop versus je , for
several nominally identical structures, for a range of structures
with different widths, and measurements using different fieldsweep frequencies (and hence propagation time scales). In
all of these measurements the extracted χ is identical within
experimental uncertainty, indicating that this parameter is a
robust measure of the current-induced effective field.
Finally, we determined Hprop and jprop through dynamical
micromagnetic simulations of DW propagation with edge
roughness, shown in detail in Appendix D, to verify that our
quasistatic analysis of χ reproduces the full micromagnetics
treatment. In these simulations, we used micromagnetic
parameters for Pt/CoFe/MgO extracted from the analysis
presented above, and included a random edge roughness with
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a characteristic grain size of Dg = 4 nm. The propagation
thresholds for field-driven and current-driven motion were
determined separately, and their ratio used to determine χ .
With an effective spin Hall angle θSH = +0.07 used in the
simulations, the ratio Hprop /jprop [open diamonds in Fig. 3(c)]
matches well with the experimentally measured χ and with
χ calculated from the static micromagnetic DW structure via
Eqs. (14) [solid points in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. These results
further validate our approach to fitting the data numerically
using the micromagnetically computed equilibrium DW
structure via Eqs. (14).
V. CONCLUSIONS

The DMI constant D takes the same sign for Pt/CoFe/MgO
and Ta/CoFe/MgO but differs in magnitude by a factor of 20,
while the spin Hall angle θSH alternates in sign from Pt to Ta
but the magnitudes are within a factor of 2. This suggests that
the DMI and Slonczewski-like SOT, though related through
SOC, derive from different microscopic mechanisms in these
materials and can hence be independently tuned. In the case of
strong DMI, the frequently used 1D model fails qualitatively
to describe DW motion in the presence of large in-plane fields
or strong torques on the DW moment. Both domain canting
and DW tilting must be treated in full in order to quantitatively
extract the DMI strength from experiments.
The DMI in Pt/CoFe/MgO is remarkably strong, comparable to that in ultrathin epitaxial layers grown on single
crystal substrates [26–28]. This suggests the feasibility of
realizing more complex spin textures [26,27,30,32] such as
spin spirals and skyrmions in robust thin-film heterostructures.
These should emerge for |HD |/H⊥ > 2/π [31] not far from
|HD |/H⊥ ≈ 0.45 measured here for Pt/CoFe/MgO. The
possibility to engineer spin torques and spin textures, using materials amenable to practical device integration, presents new
opportunities for high-performance spintronics applications.
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APPENDIX A: DOMAIN WALL PROPAGATION FIELD
GOVERNED BY FINE-SCALE DEFECTS

Time-of-flight domain wall (DW) velocity measurements
(Fig. 5 and Refs. [15,47]) indicate a uniform average DW
velocity along the strip under a constant driving current. For
example, even at a low current density je ∼ 1010 A/m2 , DWs
moved uniformly on average at 0.01 m/s [Figs. 5(b) and
−1/4
5(d)]. Plots of the logarithm of the DW velocity against je

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the time-of-flight DW
motion measurement. The MOKE laser spot is placed at several
positions along the nanostrip. At each position, an averaged MOKE
transient (magnetization switching due to DW switching as a function
of time) is measured. (b) and (c) Normalized MOKE transients at
different positions in a Pt/CoFe/MgO strip at (b) a small driving
current and (c) large driving current. (d) and (e) DW arrival time
t1/2 (time at which the zero crossing of the normalized MOKE
transient occurs) at a small driving current corresponding to (b) and
large driving current corresponding to (c), plotted against measured
position.
−1/4

and Hz
(Fig. 6) yield linear relationships, suggesting DW
motion is well described by two-dimensional creep scaling
[48,49]. Therefore, for the results shown in this study, Hprop is
governed by DW pinning from nanoscale inhomogeneity (e.g.,
film roughness, grain boundaries, etc.) distributed throughout
each nanostrip, rather than from a single dominant defect in a
nanostrip. This latter case would lead to discontinuities in the
position versus time measurements, which is not observed. The
typical Hprop in the absence of je and in-plane bias fields was
20 Oe in Ta/CoFe/MgO and Pt/CoFe/MgO nanostrips.
Because Hprop is a measure of thermally activated DW
motion, the baseline Hprop at je = 0 may vary from sample
to sample [Figs. 7(a), 7(b), and 8(a)] or with the sweep rate of
the driving field Hz [Fig. 8(b)]. Hprop is modified by a constant
current je = 0 injected during the Hz sweep. The change in
Hprop scales linearly with the value of je , as shown in Figs. 7
and 8, indicating that je is equivalent to a dc offset in Hz
that drives DWs. The slope χ = Hprop /je is essentially the
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Change in the DW propagation field Hprop
with respect to electron current density je in Pt/CoFe/MgO nanostrips (a) with different widths (empty symbol: 500 nm; filled symbol:
1200 nm), and (b) under different field sweep rates and MOKE
laser positions (empty symbol: 10 Oe/ms, 20 µm away from
the nucleation line; filled symbol: 500 Oe/ms, 5 µm away from
the nucleation line).

FIG. 6. (Color online) DW velocity plotted against je−1/4 and
Hz−1/4 for (a) and (b) Ta/CoFe/MgO and (c) and (d) Pt/CoFe/MgO.
The lower maximum measured velocity driven by Hz (b) and (d) is
due to random domain nucleation.

same (varying at most by 10%) for different samples and
sweep rates (Figs. 7 and 8). Thus, χ is a robust measure of the
current-induced effective field, from which we can quantify
the spin Hall effect and the x component of the DW magnetic
moment mx .
In-plane fields (Hx and Hy ) cant the domain magnetization
away from the out-of-plane easy axis. With increasing Hx or
Hy , the nucleation field Hnuc decreases, thereby making it more
difficult to isolate DW propagation from random nucleation
of reverse domains (i.e., Hnuc approaches Hprop ). This was
especially problematic in measurements of Pt/CoFe/MgO,
for which large in-plane fields were required to produce
a considerable change in χ (or mx ). The results shown
in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) were obtained from 1200-nm wide
Pt/CoFe/MgO strips, which typically had larger Hnuc than
500-nm wide strips. Hnuc also remained greater than the Hprop
over a greater range of in-plane fields by conducting these
measurements with a faster field sweep rate 500 Oe/ms
(compared to 10 Oe/ms used for Ta/CoFe/MgO) and the
MOKE laser placed 5 µm away from the nucleation line

FIG. 7. (Color online) Change in the DW propagation field Hprop
with respect to electron current density je in nominally identical
samples of (a) Ta/CoFe/MgO and (b) Pt/CoFe/MgO.

(compared to 20 µm for Ta/CoFe/MgO). The difference in
the sample width or the measurement parameters did not affect
the slope χ , as shown in Fig. 8.
APPENDIX B: DOMAIN WALL PROFILE UNDER LARGE
IN-PLANE FIELDS

The DW profile in the presence of the in-plane longitudinal
field was derived in Refs. [40–43] as

1 − h2
−1
h+
,
θ (x,t) = sin
cosh{[x − q(t)]/} + h
(x,t) = (t) for

x > q(t),

1 − h2
θ (x,t) = π − sin−1 h +
,
cosh{[x − q(t)]/} + h

(x,t) = (t) for

x  q(t),

(B1)

where θ is the polar angle,  is the azimuthal angle, q is the
DW center position, h ≡ Hx /H⊥ is the normalized external
longitudinal field, and H⊥ is the effective perpendicular
anisotropy field. Here  is the DW width, defined as

A/Ku,eff
= 
(B2)
[1 + (Ks /Ku,eff )cos2 ](1 − h2 )
where A is the exchange stiffness constant, Ku,eff =
1
μ M H is the effective perpendicular anisotropy energy
2 0 s ⊥
density, and Ks = 12 μ0 Ms Hk is the DW (magnetostatic) shape
anisotropy energy density. Equation (B2) shows that the DW
width depends on the in-plane field as well as the DW angle
. Here we neglect its dependence on  for simplicity (by
assuming that Ks /Ku,eff is small), and apply the rigid DW
approximation for a given h in order to derive the Thiele
equations below. Within the rigid DW limit, we note that
Eqs. (B1) and (B2) describe the DW profile regardless of
the direction of in-plane field, so that these expressions are
likewise applicable for transverse applied field by redefining
h ≡ Hy /H⊥ . We obtain Thiele’s equations from Eqs. (B1) and
(B2), as given by Eqs. (4)–(6).
Since the experiments are performed under quasistatic
conditions of DW depinning and creep, we obtain  from
˙ = 0) for the torque equation
the steady state solution (q̇ = 
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[Eqs. (5) or (6)]. In the case of Hx , the torque equation, Eq. (5),
may be solved analytically, yielding
√
±D − 1 − h2 μ0 Hx MS 
.
(B3)
cos  = −ξ
√
√
Ks  1 − h2 ( 1 − h2 + 2hξ )
Here + (−) corresponds to up-down (down-up) DWs.
Equation (B3) can be rewritten in terms of effective fields
as
√
±HD − 1 − h2 Hx
cos  = −ξ 1 √
.
(B4)
√
H 1 − h2 ( 1 − h2 + 2hξ )
2 k
Where the sign of HD alternates between up-down and
down-up DWs. These expressions, restricted to the range
−1  cos   1, were used to generate the dotted curve in
Fig. 3(c).
We note that strictly speaking Eq. (B1) is analytically
integrable to obtain the Thiele equations only in the case
|cos | = 1 corresponding to Néel DWs. Therefore, Eqs. (B3)
and (B4) are not analytically exact solutions to the model.
Nonetheless, these equations provide the range of h over which
the ansatz of a Néel DW holds, such that whenever |cos | > 1
in these expressions, one fixes cos  = ±1 as appropriate
and the derived Thiele equations are self-consistent with the
assumed DW profile. The width of the transition regions
depicted by the dotted curves in Fig. 3(c) is therefore accurate
within this model, but the exact form of the transition will
deviate from that predicted by Eqs. (B3) and (B4) and plotted
in Fig. 3(c). Importantly, the predicted variation of χ with h
in the field ranges where the DW is fully Néel is analytically
well motivated.
APPENDIX C: DETAILS OF MICROMAGNETICS
IMPLEMENTATION

Energy and effective field—The equilibrium states were
computed by integrating the total energy density ε over the
sample E = V εdV . Apart from the standard exchange εexch ,
perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy εani,u (uniaxial
with easy axis along the z direction), magnetostatic εdmg ,
and external field εext contributions, it also accounts for the
DMI εDMI . In the continuous approach for thin films (with
dimensions Lx , w, t along the Cartesian axes, and with
t
w,Lx ), the variations of the magnetization along the z
axis can be neglected, and the total energy density can be
expressed as [31,50]
ε = εexch + εani,u + εdmg + εext + εDMI


∂m
 2
∂m
 2
+ Ku [1 − (m
=A
+
 · uk )2 ]
∂x
∂y
1
− μ0 Ms Hdmg · m
 − μ0 Ms Hext · m

2


∂my
∂mx
∂mz
∂mz
+ mz
− mx
− my
+ D mz
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y

is the perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant,
and D is the DMI parameter. Hdmg (r ) is the magnetostatic
field computed from the magnetization distribution through
the magnetostatics equations, and Hext = (Hx ,Hy ,0) is the
externally applied in-plane magnetic field.
Similar to conventional micromagnetic formalism [51], the
static equilibrium state can be obtained from the calculus of
variations (δE = 0) and expressed as a zero-torque condition
in terms of a local effective field Heff (r ), as
m(
 r ) × Heff (r ) = 0

for each point r of the sample, where the local effective field
Heff (r ) is
1 δε
μ0 Ms δ m

2Ku
2A 2
∇ m
+
mz uz + Hdmg + Hext
=
μ0 Ms
μ0 MS

∂my
2D ∂mz
∂mz
∂mx
ux +
uy −
+
uz .
+
μ0 MS ∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y

Heff (r ) = −

(C3)
The magnetostatic field Hdmg (r ) is evaluated by means
of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the zero padding
technique using Newell’s expressions for the magnetostatics
[52]. See Ref. [44] for further details.
Boundary conditions—In the absence of DMI, the exchange
interaction imposes boundary conditions at the surfaces of the
sample [53] such that the magnetization vector does not change
along the surface normal n, that is
∂m

= 0,
(C4)
∂n
where ∂/∂n indicates the derivative in the outside direction
normal to the surface of the sample. However, in the presence
of the DMI, this boundary condition has to be replaced by
D
dm

=
m
 × (
n × uz ).
(C5)
dn
2A
Solver—The sample was discretized using a 2D mesh with
a lateral cell size of 4 nm. For each applied in-plane field,
Eq. (C2) together with Eqs. (C3) and (C5) were iteratively
solved by means of a conjugate gradient solver [54]. The
equilibrium state is assumed to be achieved when this condition


is reached with a maximum error of |m(
 r ) × H eff (r )| < 10−5
for all computational cells.
Simulation of domain wall displacement—Domain wall
motion assisted by a spatially uniform current density along
the x axis ja = ja ux , is studied by solving the augmented
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation [23,31]
dm

dm

= −γ0 m
 × Heff + α m
×
dt
dt
θSH ja
+ γ0
m
 × (m
 × uy ),
2eμ0 Ms Lz

,
(C1)

where (mx ,my ,mz ) are the local Cartesian components of
 r )/Ms normalized to the
the magnetization vector m(
 r ) = M(
saturation magnetization Ms , A is the exchange constant, Ku

(C2)

(C6)

where γ0 is the gyromagnetic ratio,  is the reduced Planck
constant, e is the electric charge, and μ0 is the permeability of
free space. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C6)
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describes the local magnetization precession around the local
effective field Heff , which includes exchange, magnetostatic,
uniaxial perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy, external
field Hext = (Hx ,Hy ,Hz ), and DMI contributions as described
above. The second term accounts for the dissipation with the
dimensionless Gilbert damping parameter set to α = 0.3. The
last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C6) is the Slonczewskilike torque due to the SHE with θSH = +0.07. The sample was
discretized using a 2D mesh with a lateral cell size of 4 nm,
and Eq. (C6) was numerically solved by means of a fourth
Runge-Kutta algorithm with a time step of 65 fs.

APPENDIX D: MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATION OF DW
PROPAGATION FIELD AND PROPAGATION CURRENT

Micromagnetic simulations were performed to evaluate the
propagation field Hprop and the propagation current jprop , and
from them the field-to-current correspondence (efficiency) χ in
the presence of in-plane longitudinal field parallel to the equilibrium DMI-stabilized internal DW moment. The disorder to
impede DW motion was incorporated with an edge roughness
with a typical grain size of Dg = 4 nm on both sides of the
strip (see Ref. [55] for further details). Such random disorder
is qualitatively consistent with nanoscale defects distributed
throughout experimentally measured strips (as described in
Appendix A). The dimensions of the computed sample are
length Lx = 2800 nm, width w = 160 nm, and thickness t =
0.6 nm. We used micromagnetic parameters corresponding to
the Pt/CoFe/MgO sample: Ms = 7 × 105 A/m, Ku = 4.8 ×
105 J/m3 , A = 10−11 J/m, α = 0.3, and θSH ≈ +0.07. The
smaller strip width was chosen to save computational time
The “propagation values” Hprop and jprop are defined as the
minimum field (along z axis) and the minimum current density
(along the x axis) required to promote sustained DW motion
along a distance of 1.2 μm. Below these threshold values,
the DW displaces some distance from its initial position until
reaching a final position where it remains pinned. The present
study was performed for an up-down wall with left-handed
chirality, so that the internal DW moment points along the
negative x axis at rest. The aims of this study are to
(1) Verify that the efficiency χ determined from Thiele
effective forces computed for the equilibrium micromagnetic
DW configuration agrees with the value determined from
micromagnetically simulated DW propagation (depinning) in
the presence of disorder (which might distort the DWs and
change the efficiency)
(2) Verify micromagnetically the decrease of the DW
efficiency observed in the experimental measurements and
predicted from Thiele force analysis of equilibrium DW
structures, when an in-plane longitudinal field Hx is applied in
the same direction as the equilibrium DW moment (preferred
by DMI).
We considered purely field-driven motion and purely
current-driven motion separately, and varied field (current)
in steps of 0.5 Oe (0.05 × 1011 A/m2 ) near the depinning
threshold in order to determine Hprop and jprop , respectively.
Figure 9 shows representative DW position versus time curves
that illustrate the behaviour just below and just above the
(zero-temperature) depinning thresholds.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Micromagnetically computed DW displacement driven by Hz or ja in a nanostrip with edge roughness under
Hx = 0 and Hx = −2000 Oe oriented parallel to the DMI-stabilized
DW moment.

The efficiency χ is defined in the same manner as in the
experiments, that is the ratio of Hprop to jprop which yields
χμM (Hx = 0; Dg = 4 nm; T = 0) =

Hprop (ja = Hx = 0)
jprop (Hz = Hx = 0)

112 Oe
0.14 × 1012 A/m2
8.0 Oe
= 10
10 A/m2
≈

for Hx = 0, and
χμM (Hx = −2000 Oe; Dg = 4 nm; T = 0)
=

Hprop (ja = 0; Hx = −2000 Oe)
jprop (Hz = 0; Hx = −2000 Oe)

≈

41 Oe
6.8 Oe
= 10
12
2
0.06 × 10 A/m
10 A/m2

for Hx = −2000 Oe.
This value is around a 15% smaller than in the absence
of in-plane field, and it is also in good agreement with
experimental observations and with the micromagnetically
computed efficiency based on numerical analysis of the
equilibrium DW configurations. The absolute values of χ agree
with the effective field expected from a spin Hall angle of
+0.07 used in the simulations. These micromagnetic results
are depicted by open diamonds in Fig. 3(c).
We note that in addition to the slight reduction of χ under
Hx , explained above analytically due to the domain canting
effect, there is a substantial reduction in the absolute pinning
strength (i.e., both Hprop and jprop are significantly reduced
under large Hx , compared to the Hx = 0 case). This effect
arises from the variation in the DW energy density under inplane fields, which was computed analytically and applied to
the case of DW creep in Ref. [56].
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FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) and (b) Illustrations of the internal moment orientation for the (a) up-down DW and (b) down-up DW under
transverse field Hy with a misalignment δ. (c) Efficiency χ versus Hy at different misalignments δ.
APPENDIX E: ASYMMETRY IN χ UNDER H y IN
Ta/CoFe/MgO

In Fig. 3 the current-induced effective z-axis field Hzeff =
χ je was extracted from the slope of the propagation field
versus current (its sign determined by considering the direction
that up-down or down-up DWs are driven by current). The data
show χ is asymmetric with respect to Hy in Ta/CoFe/MgO
[Fig. 3(b)]. For both up-down and down-up DWs, the decrease
in χ is larger for Hy < 0.
We verified that this asymmetry does not arise from
misalignment of Hy , by measuring χ (defined here as

the slope of Hprop versus je ) under various nominal field
misalignments δ. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the intentional
misalignment does not eliminate the asymmetry. However,
χ changes differently for up-down and down-up DWs under
field misalignment, e.g., for Hy > 0 and δ = 6◦ , it is clear that
χ increases for up-down DWs, whereas it decreases for downup DWs. For up-down DWs [Fig. 10(a)], the longitudinal
(−x) component of misaligned Hy > 0 aligns the internal
moment closer to the DMI-stabilized −x orientation, so that
the efficiency to the spin Hall effect does not decrease as
much. By contrast, for the down-up DW [Fig. 10(b)], the
same misaligned Hy > 0 rotates the moment farther away

FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) and (b) Illustrations of the effect of the Rashba field HR on the DW magnetization for (a) Hy > 0 and
(b) Hy < 0. (c) and (d) Illustrations of the effect HR would have on measurements of Hprop /je (solid black curve) for (c) Hy > 0 and (d)
Hy < 0. Note that even if a Rashba field were present, it would not account for the asymmetry in Fig. 10 since Hy > 0 and Hy < 0 would
exhibit the same slope if a linear fit were used to fit in Hprop against je (dotted red line). Note also that the curvature in these schematically
represented data is not present in the actual experimental data, such as are shown in Figs. 2(d)–2(f).
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from the DMI-stabilized +x orientation, thereby reducing
the spin Hall torque efficiency more than for the up-down
DW.
The current-induced Oersted field or the transverse field
from the Rashba effect may be expected to play a role
in the asymmetry under Hy . In particular, previous studies
have reported large apparent transverse-field-like torques in
Ta/CoFe(B)/MgO [12,15,57], which could arise from the
transverse Rashba field HR . (By contrast, in Pt/CoFe/MgO,
the Rashba-like field is negligibly small [15].) HR scales
linearly with electron current density je , and the direction
of HR reverses if je is reversed. Therefore, under a fixed Hy ,
the transverse HR should enhance or hinder the rotation of
the DW moment with Hy , depending on the direction of je
[Figs. 11(a) and 11(b)]. This would lead to a nonlinear relation
between Hprop and je [Figs. 11(c) and 11(d)], in which the
slope (efficiency χ ) increases with larger |je | when HR and Hy
are antiparallel, and decreases when HR and Hy are parallel.
Because |je | was small at ∼1010 A/m2 in our measurements,
this nonlinearity was negligible, and Hprop versus je could
be fit linearly. The linear slopes, and hence χ , would be the
same for Hy > 0 and Hy < 0, as illustrated in a schematic
representation of the effect HR would have on Hprop versus
je shown in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d).
The current-induced field from the Rashba effect, or any
other effective transverse field that scales linearly with je ,
cannot account for the asymmetry in the efficiency χ versus
Hy , for the following reasons:
(1) The nonlinear relation between Hprop and je , expected under a strong Rashba field, is not observed in the
experimental data [Figs. 2(d)–2(f), 7, and 8].
(2) Even if this nonlinear relation (i.e., Rashba field) were
present, χ would be identical for both polarities of Hy (Fig. 11).
In these experiments, an out-of-plane driving field Hz is
applied, which acts to depin the DW and drive it along the
nanostrip, with the SHE effective field either assisting or
impeding the field-driven motion. Although the experiment is
close to the quasistatic regime due to the low current densities
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